Dream Yoga and Astral Travel
Lecture 11: How to Remember Dreams

Subconsciousness
and Consciousness
32. Our head is a tower with two rooms,
the cerebrum and the cerebellum.
33. The cerebellum is the room of the
subconsciousness. The cerebrum is the
room of the consciousness.
34. The wisdom of the internal worlds
belongs to the room of the
subconsciousness. The things of our
world belong to the room of the
consciousness.
35. When the consciousness and the
subconsciousness are united, one can
then study all the marvels of the internal
worlds and pass them to the physical
brain.
36. It is urgent that our disciples join the
two rooms of this marvelous tower of
our head. —Samael Aun Weor, Igneous
Rose, “Esoteric Discipline of Mind”

Mechanical vs. Conscious
Memory

The Atrophy of Memory

The ego lives in the internal worlds and
travels to different places while our
physical body sleeps. There, within the
internal worlds, we are exposed to tests
many times. It is within the temples of
the internal worlds where we receive
the initiation. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to remember everything that
we do outside the body. Thus, with the
instructions given in this book, every
human being will be able to awaken
the consciousness and remember his
internal experiences.
It is painful to know that there are many
initiates who work in the great temples
of the White Lodge whilst their physical
body sleeps; nonetheless, they do not
remember anything because their
memory is atrophied.
—Samael Aun Weor,
The Perfect Matrimony

Psychological
Integration,
Equilibrium,
and Alignment

Moving Upon Awakening

Retrospection
Meditation

The Mantras Raom Gaom

Abracadabra

…the syllables Ma Ma, Pa Pa, Ba Ba are the first
syllables that we articulate in childhood. You can
start the initiation with these syllables. You must
sing these syllables while assuming an innocent
and infantile attitude. You can learn the
intonation of these sacred syllables when
listening to The Magic Flute of Mozart.
Mozart placed these syllables in his marvelous
opera. The disciple must fall asleep assuming an
infantile attitude while remembering the first
years of his childhood and then mentally singing
the sacred syllables.
The word Pa Pa should be vocalized intoning the
first syllable Pa in a high voice, then the second
syllable Pa will be uttered in a lower voice. These
two syllables should be pronounced many times.
You must do the same thing with the syllable Ma.
Fall asleep while meditating on your childhood.
Review with your imagination your whole
childhood and mentally articulate the sacred
syllables.

The Mantras Ma Ma, Pa Pa

You must know that every child is clairvoyant
until the age of four years. Afterwards, the
innocent atoms of clairvoyance submerge
themselves within the subconsciousness.
Therefore, if you want to reconquer clairvoyance,
meditate on your childhood and profoundly fall
asleep while articulating the first syllable of the
child, Ma Ma, Pa Pa, Ba Ba.
This type of meditation and the sacred syllables
will awaken the infantile atoms of clairvoyance.
Then you will elevate yourself into Imaginative
Knowledge. You will learn to think with living
images. —Samael Aun Weor, The Aquarian
Message, “The Pure River of the Waters of Life”

Dream Journaling

Nutrition to Develop Memory

The Four Ethers
The Vital Body is constituted of four ethers:
A) Luminous ether
B) Reflective ether
C) Chemical ether
D) Ether of life
The first of these ethers is found intimately related with the diverse
functions of willpower and imagination.
The second ether is found secretly associated with all the sensorial
and extra-sensorial perceptions.
The third is the foundation of all biochemical and organic processes.
The fourth serves as a medium for the forces that work with the
processes of reproduction of the races.
I learned to liberate the two superior ethers in order to travel with
them far away from the physical body during the Second Initiation of
the Fire.
Unquestionably, clairvoyant and clairaudient perceptions are
extraordinarily intensified when one absorbs the two superior ethers
in one’s astral body.
These ethers permit us to bring into the physical brain the totality of
the supra-sensible memories. —Samael Aun Weor, The Three
Mountains: “The Second Initiation of Fire”

Maiden of Memories
The sapient Soul expresses herself within these two [superior]
ethers. She is the beloved Maiden of our Memories. When seen
clairvoyantly, this Maiden looks like a beautiful lady within the
Ethereal Body.
It is necessary for the disciple to learn how to take the beloved
Maiden of our Memories into his astral travels, in order to bring the
memory of all that he sees and hears within the internal worlds.
She serves as a mediator between the senses of the physical brain
and the ultrasensible senses of the Astral Body. It comes to be (if
the concept fits) that She is like the storage space of memory.
While in bed, at the time of sleep, invoke your Innermost in the
following way:
“Father of mine, Thou who art my real Being, I beseech Thee with
all of my heart and with all of my soul to take the beloved Maiden
of my Memories out from my Ethereal Body, with the goal of not
forgetting anything when returning into my physical body.”
Then, while becoming sleepy pronounce the mantras: La Ra S…
—Samael Aun Weor, Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic: “Ens
Naturae”

Primary Colors and Memory

Also, there exists within the
Gnostic Church a lens with which
the colors of the disciple can be
examined. When the disciple does
not carry all of his complete colors,
then he cannot bring the
memories into his body. Many
times, due to daily preoccupations,
these colors remain within the
physical body.
In our brain there is an extremely
fine nervous tissue that is totally
unknown to the men of science.
This tissue is the instrument in
order for us to bring back our
internal memories. Yet, when an
injury is present in that tissue, then
the disciple cannot bring his
memories into his brain.
—Samael Aun Weor, The
Revolution of Beelzebub: “The Elixir
of Long Life”

Letter to the Temple of Alden
Then, there is the need to ask the Masters Hermes, Hippocrates, or
Paracelsus for the healing of that center. A letter must be written
to the Temple of Alden, asking for the help of any of the three
mentioned Masters. That letter must firstly be saturated with the
smoke of frankincense. Afterwards, the letter must be burned with
fire, while pronouncing the mantras Om Tat Sat Om.
One must perform this action filled with faith, kneeling, praying to
heaven, and begging to be heard.
Certainly, the material part of the letter is burned, yet the Astral
counterpart goes directly to the hands of the Master to whom the
letter is meant.
Thus, the Master reads the Astral counterpart of the letter and
then proceeds to heal the disciple.
—Samael Aun Weor,
The Revolution of Beelzebub: “The Elixir of Long Life”

Exercises
1. Throughout the day, develop self-observation.
2. Practice the Key of Sol from moment to moment.
3. Every day, practice meditative retrospection. Recall what you
perceived externally and internally from the entire day.
4. Before falling asleep, invoke the help of either your Maiden of
Memories (with the mantras La Ra S) or Morpheus.
5. Upon waking from sleep, mentally vocalize the mantras Raom
Gaom before physically moving. Review and recall your dreams.
6. Record your experiences in your spiritual diary.

